Amendments 2011
1. You can reach the principal way nearb the track of the Lechuzilla dam by starting in San Mateo like way 4,but
before arriving at the bridge turn right upwards(green triangles).Passing the bottom of the valley, crossing the road
San Mateo‐Telde, you reach the main street Lechuzilla.There turn right till reaching a crossing with a transformer
station. Here go left upwards (white signs),the street will end in a track, later in a path crossing the valley. Near some
chestnut trees and some houses this path changes into a track which you go upwards till track ofthe Lechuzilla dam.
2. Having passed the houses of Gamonal at some minutes at an bifurcation, the path right is Nr 2 and will end at 7
Fuentes,where you have the possibility to ascend to Pozo Nieves, (highest Point of the island and starting point for
descents to Santa Lucia and Tunte,San Bartolome) in 15 min(white signs).The path on lefthand side is a shortcut to the
Saucillo Base,here you will meet the main path.
If you return the path on the concrete tube,you can avoid 15 m of climbing by going straight downwards in a left
bend. This path will lead to an track,which you go 50m upwards,then turn left to reach the single tree of the main path
(the track goes to the entrance of SanMateo,meeting way 4 at the road). In Lechuzilla you may also use the above
described path to San Mateo
3. Having reached Degollada Becerra,you may also use a path starting at the parking lot 4. on the track Las Casillas‐ San
Mateo having passed the cactus area do not ascend left, go straight on. This path terminates at the viewpoint beside
the road to San Mateo. Follow it righthand, entering the road to Montanon, you will find the descend to San Mateo
5. You can also reach the Solana store by starting in San Mateo like way 5 behind the chapel;later in Utiaca follow the
lower road to Solana to the right (red Triangles). On your way back there i a shortcut at Lomo Gallego: Having passed
the shop at Arbejales, on the left side ,shortly bevore reaching the bridge,a track ascends,which will change into a path
‐partly stone paved‐. Follow this path till arriving at another track, shortly before meeting the crossing of the road
Teror ‐San Mateo.
Having crossed this road and after passing the restaurant, the path to the Arinez dam starts on your right.There you
will find the main path.
6. Shortcut: In Cruz Gamonal you follow upwardson the right side af the school. After Bodeguilla it will change into a
path (red triangles)
7. Two other possibillities to reach the starting point in Utiaca start way 8,at the point where this way goes righthand
upwards you go straight on till reaching the bottom of the valley,where you meet first way 3,later way 7 or: you start
in Utiaca beside the lavatory bassin ,following the track at the bottom of the valley upwards(yellow triangles) it
changes into path,later into road till reaching a chain,which closes the road.Here you don t go straight on(way 8),but
take a path upwards on the left to the San Francisco quarter of Las Lagunetas.You follow the street to the
Church,where you will find way 3,later way 7
9. There is a new path to Tejeda:ascend to Cruz de Tejeda (way7).Then it starts between the restaurant and the small
shop upwards. 100m later,at the bifurcation you turn righthand downwards to Tejeda ( the path on the left ascends to
Degollada Becerra, you can make an roundtrip:from Tejeda there is a path via La Culata up to the end of way 3,where
you also meet way 1; you may use one of them to return to San Mateo, or you return to Cruz Tejeda(Bus stop) via
Degollada Becerra. This path is badly marked,but you will sure find it)

